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Johanna Odersky (Swiss, b. 1993) is a visual
artist and musician based in Frankfurt am
Main. She is a graduate from the Hochschule
für Bildende Künste – Städelschule and studied in the class of Judith Hopf. Much of her
work revolves around exploring how human
experience is organized and embodied and
how relationships between body, mind and
the external world are always and necessarily
situated in discursive power relations. These
questions are echoed in her musical work and
performances, which she produces under the
name of "Iku" Her work has been shown in
festivals, galleries and other art spaces across
Europe in Japan, Mexico and the US.

exhibited artworks condense duration into
color. The affective registers attached to
specific memories are transmuted into haptic
scores that invite a transformative awareness
of time.

Intersticio is proud to present Johanna Odersky’s first solo show in the UK: Time Keepers

The temporal dimension of affect is the substance of Time Keepers. These cartographies
of inner experience co-exist — as in memory
— through their unmeasurable mutuality and
mutability, which reminds me how the color
wheel feels vast like water: cyclical and repetitive yet timeless.

A Song for Iku
Thoughts whirl out of control—perfectly
shaped circles carved off-center make me
wonder what holds me in place. I try to imagine the cosmos entirely; fail and remember
your body is my body.
Longitudinal grids spiral into each other. Are
they silent sound waves turning and turning?
Will they crash and splinter or merge smoothly
like clouds?

Everything changes, nothing stays put and
this is called hope. Your eyes widen and
the map of our memories "is not a stable
representation of a more or less unchanging
landscape."3 The ground was always porous.
I look again and try to locate the knot growing
at my navel. It slowly grows at an angle hiding
under folds of skin while “‘naked flesh is
bound.”4

You are on the move again. The wind ruffling
your feathers fills the room.
Are you feeling free today?
Is time clipping your wings afresh?

Concentric circles curl into landscapes out
of the frame while I feel a slight thump on my
chest.

I pour an ocean onto the map with one immortal hand behind my back while the other writes
songs you forgot.

I know that "change requires forgetting"1 and
the feeling of loss I always bring along makes
itself comfortable on the floor. A spot is left
blank and I feel the silence. Cut sound “constitutes a kind of promise.”2

A ring inside a ring welds the thought crust of
our memories together.
Alone in the unriddled sea, we forget our
secrets and seduce our sorrows.

I want a map that tells me what and how I felt
when and why.
Time Keepers offers insight into the process
of representing memory. Similar to how a
partiture abstracts sound through signs, the
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